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Abstract 

 

Human Resource Management system is made to automate the manual work done by Human resource managers. In this paper, a 

smart attendance system for industry using QR code, Geo Location and OTP processing is proposed with objective of reducing the 

deployment cost for tracking employee’s attendance. Attendance is automated using the location by detecting the employee 

location to make attendance and it generates QR code of employee. Based on the QR Code, OTP is send to his/her registered 

mobile number to ensure that employee with their authenticated mobile number can mark attendance with log time. It also 

maintains separate leave record, in which the employees can make leave request and on acceptance they can avail it along with 

which they can view their leave options available for them. Each employee leave report, attendance report and pay slip reports are 

automated and send to HR Manager. HR can automate the email of these reports and any official information by which Events, 

Alerts, Circulars are being notified accordingly to particular person or group of separate category. The method of developing the 

system is a web app and it could be used by employee, admin and HR to manage and automate various operations in this system 

by decreasing the human’s routine tasks with reduced error rate.       
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In today’s era smartphones are widely in usage among everyone which paves us the way of cost efficient system. This makes the 

system dynamic with the latest technologies to make it much easier in terms of implementation and installation. It is one of the 

simple ways of implement the attendance system, which makes it easier for employees to make the entry and exit time with the 

QR code scan by verifying the authentication of employee. The major advantage of the system is it reduces the deployment cost 

and the implementation is easier which performs the required tasks in a better way. 

This system is to be implemented with simple implementation techniques that are to be compromised with high computation 

power. Some of the commonly used technologies are Bluetooth, Barcode Scanner, RFID, etc. In our project we use the QR Code 

scanner which can be one of widely used method of application development that is used with reduced cost and reduced complexity 

of implementation. This system automates the tasks which can be made manually and it automatically sends all the task details to 

the HR Manager and automated mail to employee regarding his/her progress.  

The attendance management system module is to mark attendance with various forms of authentication such as by verifying the 

location which could be taken from the geo location, Employee QR Code carrying employee details in encrypted form and it is 

decrypted by the server side implementation and to check the phone number of authenticated person it is been given with a 

verification process that sends OTP (One Time Password) to the authenticated person’s mobile number. In this employee 

management it gives the maintenance of the employee record with various employee management operations, such as leave 

management, attendance management, recruitment management, interview scheduling, etc.  

II. RELATED APPROACHES/WORK 

In the attendance management system there are many approaches, which are with highly complicated implementation process. 

Some of the systems using biometric devices are being implemented with high implementation cost and these approaches are given 

below. 

In [1], it allows the software installation in the mobile phone and the attendance is marked by enabling the Bluetooth option. In 

this system it makes the attendance process by storing the MAC address with the user’s name. It gathers the MAC address of user 

and it makes the entry of attendance. 

In [2], it makes the face detection algorithms to detect the faces of user while making entering and exiting. It detects the face 

and matches with the registered face by which the corresponding attendance of the user is made. But the authentication does not 

support the system with changes in the face for longtime.  
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In [3], it uses the biometric system with the fingerprint scanner to verify the user. In this system the fingerprints of the users are 

stored in the database. In the server side implementation it matches the fingerprint of the user and displays the information of the 

user such as user name for confirmation. After confirming the details, attendance is made along with the current time.  

In [4], face recognition is used to identify the faces of registered user. It uses Eigen face methodology for recognizing the face 

of the users, by training the system with the dataset of the registered user face pictures. They are also failing to assure the long 

term recognition with minimized rate of error in real time computation with high security level.  

In [5], “RFID based student monitoring and attendance tracking system”. In many of the colleges there is a lack of management 

system of attendance and it is very difficult to maintain, store and retrieve records. So, here is one of the easier but expensive way 

of maintaining the records is with RFID. It tracks the attendance od students and faculties without its implementation. RFID 

Scanner is used to scan the code which is responsible to enter the login and login time of the user. 

 
Fig. 2.1: RFID Attendance System 

III. EXSISTING SYSTEM 

In the existing systems the attendance is marked by means of biometrics such as finger print recognition which takes in higher 

deployment cost and implementation process. The other face recognition systems require higher end processing with complex 

implementation process. One of the major disadvantages of face recognition systems are they need to fed with input and trained 

frequently to adapt with the extended course of period in recognition. 

Difficulties in existing attendance management system are given as follows, 

 Lots of paperwork: Existing system requires lot of paper work. Loss of even a single register/record led to difficult situation 

because all the papers are needed to generate the reports.  

 Time consuming: Every work is done manually so we cannot generate report in the middle of the session or as per the 

requirement because it is very time consuming. 

 Manual control: All calculations to generate report is done manually so there is greater chance of errors.  

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 System Architecture 

Employee can get the QR Code after the confirmation of location and it can be used within the system to mark the entry and exit 

time of each and every employee. It gives automatic acquisition of employee timings and used to calculate the employee work 

hours. In the attendance management the employee has the QR Code this is generated only when his/her location matches with the 

given location in the system and after the verification of location the corresponding QR Code of the employee is generated in his 

phone. The QR Code is encrypted and decrypted with the RSA Cryptographic algorithm and it could be made in this system. The 

employee specific information is then decrypted and the employee details are obtained. Then the OTP is given to the registered 

phone number of the particular employee. This validates the verified user and the attendance is marked with the current timestamp. 
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Fig. 4.1: System Architecture 

 Algorithm 

The Algorithm used for encryption and decryption is RSA. It ensures that the user details are not retrieved by the middle man by 

enabling the secured way of processing the details.  

 RSA Algorithm (for Encryption and Decryption Process): 

Choose two large primes p and q, p!←q 

Compute n←p*q and ϕ(n)←(p–1)*( q–1)  

Choose an integer e with gcd( e,ϕ(n) )←1, 0<e< ϕ(n).  

Compute d ≡ e −1 (mod ϕ (n)).  

Public key is PU← (n, e).  

Private key is PR← (n, d). 

Encryption function: E (M) ←M^e (mod n), M<n.  

Decryption function: D (M) ←M^d (mod n), 0≤M<n. 

Employee can make attendance, in which the system checks for the corresponding location and generates the QR Code. This 

QR Code can be scanned in the scanner and it sends the OTP to their mobile number which has to be entered in the system to 

provide authentication. It is used to maintain leave records of employee, where the leave request is made by employee and system 

checks for valid request, which can be accepted by authorized official. After the decrypting process the system obtains the details 

of the employee in the process. To ensure the authentication of user an OTP is generated and send to the user. By entering the 

generated OTP in the system it authenticates the user and makes the user’s attendance with the time. Thus managing the total work 

hours, it calculates the performance and maintains the attendance reports. 

 Location Verification 

The location of the user is verified by taking the latitude and longitude points of current location and it is verified with the location 

of company. It is to ensure whether the user is in corresponding location or not.  

 
Fig. 4.2: Location Verification Process 
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The system makes use of the current user location, where it prompts for the location access during the process. The user can 

access the portal only when the location is enabled and when the system is able to access the location details with the access of 

geo-location. The location is obtained and the values as set with the user’s latitude and longitude points. The default value is set as 

the location of place where attendance should be made within the given specific location. The values of latitude and longitude 

points are set with the default values of the client specific location. These values are generated by taking the latitude and longitude 

points explicitly by the administrator and are given in the system as the required location for the employee to get into further 

process. 

 Algorithm for Distance Calculation (between two latitude and longitude points): 

Access ←Set with the default value as -1 

Lat1←Set to default location’s latitude point 

Lon1←Set to default location’s longitude point 

Lat2←Obtain user Location’s latitude point  

Lon2←Ontain User Location’s longitude point  

function getDistanceBetweenPointsNew(lat1, lon1, lat2, lon2)  

Theta←lon-lon2  

distance←(sin(deg2rad(lat1)) * sin(deg2rad(lat2))) + (cos(deg2rad(lat1)) * cos(deg2rad(lat2)) * cos(deg2rad(theta)))  

distance←acos(distance) 

distance←rad2deg(distance) 

distance←distance * 60 * 1.1515  

Return intval(distance)  

dist ←getDistanceBetweenPointsNew(lat1,lon1,lat2,lon2) 

if(dist<=1000) 

Access ←1 

Else 

Access ←0 

The main idea of this is to obtain the distance between the employee logged in current location and the location of the 

client/company where the employee is supposed to be present. The distance is calculated between these two co-ordinates. If the 

distance is less than 200m then the employee is present within the location of the company. The system checks for this distance 

and if it is not within the specified distance then the location verification process will not be successful for the employee. 

 
Fig. 4.3: Getting the Current User Location 

 

In this module the location verification is implemented using the Haversine formula. The shortest distance between two points 

on a sphere using their latitudes and longitudes measured along the surface. Thus, the location of the user is verified by limiting to 

certain distance such as below specific distance that the client location holds with the system is taken and this distance is taken as 

required distance. The system after confirming that the user is within the specific location within the specific distance, the user is 

prompted with the success message stating that the location access is successful. This alert is given after performing various 

operations in which the location of the employee is taken and the distance between the company location and the employee location 

is computed with the haversine formula as specified above. The variable ‘Access’ is by default set the value as -1 and it is modified 

as 1 when the calculated distance is within the distance of the company. This distance is set explicitly and can be modified by the 

administrator of the system generating the default location of the system in the location access process. 
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Fig. 4.4: Verifying User Location 

 Encryption Process 

RSA algorithm is used for its asymmetric cryptography method. Asymmetric actually means that it works on two different keys 

i.e. Public Key and Private Key. As the name describes that the Public Key is given to everyone and Private Key is kept private. 

 
Fig. 4.5: Encryption Process 

 

 A client (for example browser) sends its public key to the server and requests for some data. 

 The server encrypts the data using client’s public key and sends the encrypted data. 

 Client receives this data and decrypts it. 

 
Fig. 4.6: Encryption process running with p and q values for 3 and 7 with QR Code. 

 

This encrypts the Plain text given as input and it generates the cipher text by storing the secret keys in the file systems. 
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 QR Code Generation 

 
Fig. 4.7: Sample Generated QR Code in the system 

QR Code is generated based on the employee login. The system checks for the authenticated employee during the logging process 

of the system. Employee can get the QR Code after the confirmation of location and it can be used within the system to mark the 

entry and exit time of each and every employee. It gives automatic acquisition of employee timings and used to calculate the 

employee work hours. The encryption process takes place with RSA Algorithm using the public secret key which is the given as 

the variable ‘e’ in the encryption process. This is later encrypted with the verification of user credentials. It checks for the user 

after verification with the encrypted code in the process. If the user is proved to be authenticated then the system generates the QR 

Code for the encrypted code that is being verified.  

 
Fig. 4.8: QR Code Generation 

This QR Code is saved in the temporary directory/ temporary location given for storing the QR Code of the logged in user. The 

user QR Code has the following advantages, 

 It is secure, as it is encrypted with the RSA Encryption algorithm. 

 It is encrypted with the random generated prime number and employee ID based random number. 

 It ensures that reuse of the existing QR Code is not possible. 

 Its secret keys are stored in the file systems to ensure the security of the system and accessing of keys.  

 Regeneration of existing QR Code is not possible. 

 Reuse of the existing QR Code is not applicable to access the system with the scanning process. 

 QR Code is generated after the encryption process, by preserving the authenticity of the system. 

 Decryption Process 

The Algorithm used for encryption and decryption is RSA. It ensures that the user details are not retrieved by the middle man by 

enabling the secured way of processing the details. 
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Fig. 4.9: Decryption Process 

 Decryption Key 

Compute, d ≡ e −1 (mod ϕ (n)).  

Considering the values which are verified for the encryption process, decryption occurs by storing the keys credentials in a separate 

file that cannot be accessed by the middle man. These values here are the decryption key and the ‘n’ value. As mentioned in the 

encryption process it is obtained as given below, 

 
Fig. 4.10: QR Code Decryption Process where it successfully rendered member ID. 

 

User details are found valid with the verification of their authenticated phone number. This process authorizes to the final process 

of user detail verification. During the encryption process itself it is checked with the valid encryption id. It is done with the 

verification process by verifying the current status of the user with their ID. The process does not allow the users without 

appropriate credentials with the user data that is being given at the time of registration process. The QR Code decryption process 

is verified by the system at the client end itself before the generation of the QR code.  

 User Authentication 

Employee can make attendance, in which the system checks for the corresponding location and generates the QR Code. This QR 

Code can be scanned in the scanner and it sends the OTP to their mobile number which has to be entered in the system to provide 

authentication.  
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Fig. 4.11: OTP Generation Process 

 

It is used to maintain leave records of employee, where the leave request is made by employee and system checks for valid 

request, which can be accepted by authorized official. An auto generated email for each official notification is given to concerned 

person, with the leave reports attached to it.  

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Attendance is made easy through the encrypted QR Code scan, which verifies employee location and mobile number. This is the 

system that holds employee information with the permissions for HR Manager to view working hours of the employee in the 

database accordingly for each employee with respect to their punch in and punch out activities. The manual work of HR Manager 

is minimized with automation. 

 This system can be made available with more efficient encryption and decryption process to increase the security. 

 It can be integrated with cost efficient face detection system with technology up gradations to improve the process and its 

efficiency. 
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